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Picture Dictionary intends to encourage kids to learn languages in a simple way.The book includes the alphabet, numbers, shapes, animals
and items of everyday use. This book develops language and reading skills using simple words that are used to help children read on their
own.Vibrant colours and images are designed to keep the attention of children. 100 pages will help your child learn a variety of important
concepts before first grade.
Rhyming teaches children how language works. It helps them notice and work with the sounds within words. When children are familiar with a
nursery rhyme or rhyming book, they learn to anticipate the rhyming word. This prepares them to make predictions when they read, another
important reading skill.Read rhyming books to your child. If possible, try to have reading time at least once a day. As always, reading time
should be a fun and enjoyable time for both of you, and it helps to build reading activity into part of a routine. Reading before bedtime is a
good way to introduce the activity into your child's day.
Teaches basic German words for such terms as colors, shapes, numbers, and animals through entries offering a picture, a translation, and a
simple sentence, along with a beginner's conversation guide.
English-German Picture Dictionary for Kids 100 essential words. Simple, colorful child-friendly illustrations. Each picture includes both
German and English word. Popular topics including animals, colors, opposites, food, emotions, fruits, clothes. Good quality paper. Glossy
cover. ? If it's not a problem for you, I would greatly appreciate if you could leave your feedback in the review section, this means so much to
me : )
Calling all little linguists! Budding bilinguals will love this cute German-English picture dictionary all about the signs of the zodiac! Illustrated
with cute kawaii style cartoons and dual language text in German and in English, Zodiac Friends features fun images of each astrological star
sign. Children learn the names of the zodiac and months of the year in German. Zodiac Friends is a fun introduction to learning the German
language for beginners. Designed by experienced language teachers, Zodiac Friends is a quick and easy way for learners to start building
their vocabulary and for kids to learn their first German words. Discover more from the Bilingual Friends Collection of children's books from
PimPomme Books Perfect for beginners of all ages including babies, toddlers and preschoolers, Bilingual Friends is a collection of colorful,
fun bilingual picture books for children. Titles include Fruit Friends, Animal Friends, Vegetable Friends, Tiger Ice Cream and Friends,
Rainbow Friends and many more. These colorful bilingual children's books are not only a great way for families to share their culture and
heritage but they are also a popular addition to bilingual education settings, including homeschooling, kindergartens and in classrooms as a
teaching material or multicultural learning resource.
Created by leading educators, these colorful, large-size dictionaries introduce beginning language learners to more than 1,550 commonly
taught basic words. Each Let's Learn Language Picture Dictionary in the series boasts 30 delightful two-page spreads that vividly illustrate
the meanings of words. Fun-filled panoramas focus on scenes familiar to children aged three through eight, such as home life, the classroom,
city life, sports, the zoo, and even outer space! Learners will love to revisit these detailed depictions of people, places, actions, and objects,
each time improving their recall. Featured words are set off with individual illustrations and definitions to help learners at various levels build
vocabulary. Includes an index and glossary of all the individually illustrated words. An ideal selection of first word books for parents and
teachers who want to encourage second language acquisition.
One in two: a bilingual picture dictionary that is a coloring book at the same time. Color the picture and learn the new word. Every word has
translation and pronunciation. Features different vocabulary topics: Animals. Family. Food. Professions. Buildings. Hobbies. Sports. Weather.
Nature. Numbers. Actions. Body and face. And much more. To get this picture dictionary, click the buy button at the top of the page.

A picture dictionary for young children organized by topic.
The adults in a child's life play a significant role in helping a child learn new words. Through everyday conversations and
interactions caregivers use this 600 Basic Words Cartoons Flash Cards and talk about what words mean which helps expand a
child's vocabulary. You can use this educational flashcards on teaching vocabulary through a variety of fun word-learning
strategies. Vocabulary represents one of most important skills necessary for teaching and learning a foreign language. It is the
basis for the development of all the other skills: reading comprehension listening comprehension speaking writing spelling and
pronunciation. That is why having large vocabulary is absolutely important.
This paperback is just not only flash cards, it is also a journal workbook for kids creative writing prompts to create their own story
with a coloring book.This sight word practice help building speed and fluency when kids reading. It is important for kids to practice
sight words activities because accuracy, speed, and fluency in reading will increase reading comprehension. The sight words are a
collection of words that kids should learn to recognize without sounding out the letters. These can be useful sight words flashcards
for preschool workbooks and kindergarten.
Chinese English bilingual children's book. Perfect for kids learning English or Chinese as their second language. Fun children's
story with educational message. Jimmy the little bunny doesn't start off knowing how to ride a two-wheeler bike. When Dad shows
Jimmy how not to be afraid to try something new, that's when the fun begins.
English-German Picture DictionaryStart young learners on the path to learning German! More than 325 essential German words
Simple, colorful child-friendly illustrations Simple pronunciation guide is included for each word Each picture includes both German
and English word Popular topics including home, school, animals, family, transportation, colors, numbers, seasons, food, action
verbs, emotions, opposites German-English and English-German alphabetical word listS
You may be fluent in many languages but sometimes you could find yourself off the beaten track where you can't communicate.
Point it, with 1300 items to point at, is the answer. Everyone in the world will understand you. This passport-sized assistant is the
result of the author's extensive travels in the five continents.
Research shows that learning a second language boosts problem-solving, critical thinking, and listening skills, in addition to
improving memory, concentration, and the ability to multitask. Children proficient in other languages also show signs of enhanced
creativity and mental flexibility. There is a "critical period" or "window of opportunity" when children learn languages best. Studies
have shown that this is when children are between birth and six years old. The younger children are, the easier they will learn a
second language. As they get older that ability diminishes. These easy and fun flashcards aim to help parents as a useful
educational tool for kids to learn a new language.

?????????????????,?????????,??????????????????
Colorful and humorous pictures illustrate the meanings of the basic vocabulary of the Chinese language.
A robust vocabulary improves all areas of communication - listening, speaking, reading and writing. Vocabulary is critical
to a child's success for these reasons: ... Vocabulary helps children to think and learn about the world. Expanding a
child's knowledge of words provides unlimited access to new information. This colorful cartoon picture flashcards
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provides 300+ basic words for kids need to know. Learn to read first basic words in bilingual picture books
English-German Picture Dictionary 100 essential words. Simple, colorful child-friendly illustrations. Each picture includes
both German and English word. Popular topics including animals, colors, opposites, food, emotions, fruits, clothes. Good
quality paper. Glossy cover. ? If it's not a problem for you, I would greatly appreciate if you could leave your feedback in
the review section, this means so much to me )
This book is perfect for the really little ones who are only beginning to learn a new language. Kids will learn basic
vocabulary with English translations of German words. These are fundamental words that will form the foundation of their
vocabulary. Words and images are arranged by topic, such as: camping house fruit and vegetables jobs school family
and more ABOUT THE BOOK 42 Pages 8.25 x 8.25 All Pages are in Color 6 images per page More than 160 words
Learning German language has never been so easy. Whether you are a parent wanting to teach German to your child or
a beginner in the learning German journey, this book is for you!
The perfect gift German ABC coloring book for your kids! This fun El Alphabet coloring book is perfect for children ages 2
to 5. Each single side page includes one letter and one simple picture to color. Both the German and English word for the
picture is featured on the page. Each drawing has a thick outline which makes for easy coloring by young children. Use
the handy dotted line to trim out each page. Keep your toddler entertained and little hands busy with this great first ABC
coloring book. Makes a useful and educational holiday or birthday gift. Buy today, to help your child take their first step
confidently into the fun world of coloring. Specification Of The Book Premium cover design Printed on high quality
Perfectly sized at 8.5" x 11"
Learning to read can be challenging and a lot of work. Children who learn to read high-frequency words by sight will
increase their confidence and fluency in their reading. Teaching sight words through songs, games, and the use of
manipulatives makes learning them easy. This book's activity is to promote teaching sight Words through reading. There
are complete 1000 Fry sight words with pictures and short sentences for every word. It can draw kids'attention quickly
and get 100% to improve in reading skills.
Help your child learn a new language with this English-German picture dictionary, the book is packed with colorful pictures and clear word
labels to encourage early learning. "My First 100 German Words" book will make learning German vocabulary FUN & EASY for your
toddler/kid. This book includes: Body Parts Family Members Pets Music instruments Buildings Farm animals Shapes Fruits Occupations Wild
animals Weather Vehicles Clothes Vegetables Colors This book will help your child to build vocabulary and observational skills. Get Yours
Now.
Organized by such common subject categories as home, health, and work, a colorful, illustrated bilingual dictionary covers more than six
thousand words and phrases.
Want to teach your child a foreign language? Learning a second language is becoming more and more popular around the world for good
reason. With so many benefits of being bilingual, an increasing amount of parents are trying to give their children the gift of a foreign
language. Not all know the best way to go about it though. Even if you don't know the foreign language you are teaching, you can start with
the basics.Even if you don't know the foreign language you are teaching, you can start with the basics. This flash cards picture books would
be one of the best learning tools. Engaging in activities that your child loves and make language learning enjoyable. Children learn better
when they are having fun. Whether it be playing games by using this book, or drawing, take advantage of play time together to introduce new
vocabulary and phrases.
"Am I small?"--Tamia is not sure and keeps asking various animals that she meets on her journey. Eventually she finds the surprising answer.
Little linguists will love this cute German-English bilingual picture dictionary! Illustrated with cute kawaii style animal cartoons and dual
language text, Animal Friends features 19 adorable images of popular animals with dual language text in German and in English. Animal
Friends is a fun introduction to German language learning for beginners, designed by experienced language teachers for quick and easy
vocabulary building. This adorable bilingual dictionary is a fun and fast way for kids to learn their first German words with confidence. Perfect
for beginners of all ages including toddlers and preschoolers, this colorful bilingual children's book is not only a great way for families to share
their culture and heritage but it is also a popular addition to many bilingual education settings, including homeschooling, kindergartens and in
classrooms as a teaching material or multicultural learning resource.
Help your child to learn German with this beautifully illustrated first words (colours) bilingual picture dictionary. Each colour word is illustrated
with an enchanting cartoon fairy character and is accompanied by dual language vocabulary in German and in English. ?Level One first
picture dictionary - ideal for kids ages 3 to 6 (see below for guide) ?XL size pages ?Colour words vocabulary ?Cute colourful fairy illustrations
?Great for kids learning German in a bilingual home or in bilingual or multicultural education ?Teaching resource for bilingual parents to
modern foreign language teachers ?More titles available Ottoly Square Ottoly Square is a small, independent publishing house dedicated to
promoting fun and imaginative bilingual children's literature. We publish bilingual children's fiction, non-fiction and themed activity books in 11
different language combinations for a range of different learning stages. ?Level One Our Level One books are designed to introduce first
words and simple phrases to very young learners. Each book focuses on 5 to 10 basic words within a theme and these are repeated to build
learning confidence and self esteem. Level One activity books include targeted games such as mazes, colouring pages and matching pairs.
Ideal for use with young children aged between 3 and 6 (such as those in preschool, kindergarten and early years education) at the beginning
of their learning. ?Level Two Our Level Two books aim to expand vocabulary and introduce simple grammar concepts. Each book introduces
10 to 20 words and phrases within a theme and these are repeated and linked to different activities, such as counting games to support
learning. Ideal for use with young children aged 5 to 8 (for example those in early years and junior school) who have some familiarity with the
target language. ?Level Three Our Level Three books build upon the foundations of language learning to introduce more grammar and
vocabulary (around 20 to 50 words and phrases within a theme). Level Three activity books continue to repeat learned vocabulary to
reinforce retention but also allow language learners to utilize the language within themed activities such as numbers in addition and
subtraction games and repetition of vocabulary in targeted activities such as what comes next and can you find?. Ideal for language learners
aged 7 to 9 who are expanding their knowledge and confidence in the target language. ?Level Four Our Level Four books are designed as a
launchpad for confident, young language learners to move forwards with their foreign language education. The number of words and phrases
used increases to over 50 and grammar becomes more complex. Level Four activity books continue to use repetition of vocabulary as an
effective educational tool and activities remain focused to allow learners to explore the use of language. Ideal for confident language learners
aged 8 to 10 who are ready for more challenging vocabulary and grammar concepts.
Have you ever wondered what a German cow says? Welcome to a very noisy German farm yard! Discover the noises of all the different farm
animals in this fun bilingual picture book for kids. Includes German-English parallel text and a first words German-English dictionary of farm
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animals. Perfect for introducing first German words to babies, toddlers and young children. ?Level One bilingual picture book - ideal for kids
ages 3 to 6 (see below for guide) ?XL size pages ?Farm animal themed vocabulary including animal noises ?Cute colourful illustrations
?Great for kids learning German in a bilingual home or in bilingual or multicultural education ?Teaching resource for bilingual parents to
modern foreign language teachers ?More titles available Ottoly Square Ottoly Square is a small, independent publishing house dedicated to
promoting fun and imaginative bilingual children's literature. We publish bilingual children's fiction, non-fiction and themed activity books in 11
different language combinations for a range of different learning stages. ?Level One Our Level One books are designed to introduce first
words and simple phrases to very young learners. Each book focuses on 5 to 10 basic words within a theme and these are repeated to build
learning confidence and self esteem. Level One activity books include targeted games such as mazes, colouring pages and matching pairs.
Ideal for use with young children aged between 3 and 6 (such as those in preschool, kindergarten and early years education) at the beginning
of their learning. ?Level Two Our Level Two books aim to expand vocabulary and introduce simple grammar concepts. Each book introduces
10 to 20 words and phrases within a theme and these are repeated and linked to different activities, such as counting games to support
learning. Ideal for use with young children aged 5 to 8 (for example those in early years and junior school) who have some familiarity with the
target language. ?Level Three Our Level Three books build upon the foundations of language learning to introduce more grammar and
vocabulary (around 20 to 50 words and phrases within a theme). Level Three activity books continue to repeat learned vocabulary to
reinforce retention but also allow language learners to utilize the language within themed activities such as numbers in addition and
subtraction games and repetition of vocabulary in targeted activities such as what comes next and can you find?. Ideal for language learners
aged 7 to 9 who are expanding their knowledge and confidence in the target language. ?Level Four Our Level Four books are designed as a
launchpad for confident, young language learners to move forwards with their foreign language education. The number of words and phrases
used increases to over 50 and grammar becomes more complex. Level Four activity books continue to use reparation of vocabulary as an
effective educational tool and activities remain focused to allow learners to explore the use of language. Ideal for confident language learners
aged 8 to 10 who are ready for more challenging vocabulary and grammar concepts.
Most children begin recognizing some letters between the ages of 2 and 3 and can identify most letters between 4 and 5. This means that
you can start teaching your child the alphabet when he's around 2. Letter recognition is important because it enables beginning readers to
figure out how printed text is associated with the spoken language. This is why alphabetic recognition is one of the very first skills children
learn while they are beginning readers. It comes before phonemic awareness and decoding. This Alphabet coloring pages and tracing
workbook can also help reinforce your child's knowledge of letters. The most important teaching tip of all is to make it fun. Letter recognition is
important because it enables beginning readers to figure out how printed text is associated with the spoken language.
Calling all little linguists! Budding bilinguals will love this cute German-English picture dictionary all about the signs of the zodiac! Illustrated
with cute kawaii style cartoons and dual language text in German and in English, Zodiac Friends features fun images of each astrological star
sign. Children learn the names of the zodiac and months of the year in German. Zodiac Friends is a fun introduction to learning the German
language for beginners. Designed by experienced language teachers, Zodiac Friends is a quick and easy way for learners to start building
their vocabulary and for kids to learn their first German words. Discover more from the Bilingual Friends Collection of children's books from
The Bilingual Bookery Perfect for beginners of all ages including babies, toddlers and preschoolers, Bilingual Friends is a collection of
colorful, fun bilingual picture books for children. Titles include Fruit Friends, Animal Friends, Vegetable Friends, Tiger Ice Cream and Friends,
Rainbow Friends and many more. These colorful bilingual children's books are not only a great way for families to share their culture and
heritage but it is also a popular addition to bilingual education settings, including homeschooling, kindergartens and in classrooms as a
teaching material or multicultural learning resource.
Broaden your kids' horizons by introducing them to a new language. My First Words A - Z English to German is a wonderful, fun way to get
introduced to German or introduce English in a German speaking household. Twenty-six pages A - Z make it super easy for young children to
focus and learn a new language with only one picture and word per page. Atop each picture is the word in English and below is the word in
German. It's a wonderful English to German picture dictionary! Five more bonus pages help teach an additional twenty-six words for common
things found in and around the home. These common words can be used as building blocks to understanding German or to help German
speaking kids learn English. This is a great book for helping to bridge the language gap in multi-generational homes and families. It can also
help open lines of communication in bilingual neighbourhoods, classrooms and other settings. A terrific resource for teachers to have in
school and daycare classrooms. Large text and bright cheerful pictures make learning a new language fun and easy. Imagine your child
curling up on their grandparent's lap and sharing a book they can both learn from. The My First Words A - Z Language Learning Series is a
wonderful way to learn a new language and spend some quality time together while doing so. Don't forget to check out the other books in this
series. The series includes: English to Spanish, English to Italian, English to German, English to French, English to Portuguese, English to
Hindi, English to Bengali, English to Punjabi and English to Chinese. Watch for even more languages coming soon.
English German Picture DictionaryFirst German Word Book with More Than 325 Essential Words
Christmas Picture book for children - English and German Bilingual Children's English-German Picture Dictionary (Bilingual Picture
Dictionary) (Parallel Text English/German) - Christmas Words Picture bookFist Christmas words: Christmas Bilingual Picture DictionaryThis is
a sweet bilingual book (English-German) for children. Delightful pictures based on Christmas are on every page.It's a wonderful book to
introduce babies and toddlers to Christmas. As young children go through this picture book, they will learn to recognize the words and objects
commonly used during Christmas.Merry Christmas!This is a great book for kids who are just learning to read. With just a few words on each
page, this will be a wonderful tool to introduce new words. Encourage your child by reminding them that they are great readers in German!!
Sujatha Lalgudi is a Best Selling Children's book author and illustrator of easy reader Kids books. My daddy is the best Gifts for you, Mama
Jojo's Christmas Day Where is Santa A Lovely Day What are you feeling, Dragon Finger counting fun Animal counting book Where are the
Easter eggs Jojo's Easter egg hunt Die ersten fünfzig Weihnachtswörter Die ersten Weihnachtswörter: das zweisprachige Weihnachts-BilderWörterbuchEs handelt sich um ein zweisprachiges Buch für Kinder. Auf jeder Seite befinden sich entzückende Bilder rund um Weihnachten.
Ein Buch um Kleinkindern Weihnachten näher zu bringen. Beim durchblättern der Seiten, lernen Kinder Wörter und Gegenstände, welche zu
Weihnachten gehören, kennen. Für Kinder die das Lesen neu lernen, ist dieses Buch ideal. Da sich nur wenige Wörter auf jeder Seite
befinden, lernen Kinder schnell neue Wörter. Frohe Weihnachten!Von Sujatha Lalgudi sind bisher folgende Kinderbücher bei Amazon
erschienen: "Mein Papa ist der Beste Ein Bilderbuch für die Kleinsten - Bilderbuch Deutsch-Englisch ", "Wo ist das Baby. Ein Bilderbuch für
Kinder (zweisprachig/bilingual)", "Spaß beim Zählen - Erstes Zählen von 1 - 10, ab 3 Jahren - bilderbuch zahlen", "Ben und Gwen spielen das
Spiel der Gegenteile Bilderbuch mit vielen farbigen Illustrationen - Bilderbuch Deutsch-Englisch (zweisprachig/bilingual)","Geschenke für Dich
Mama - Illustrierte Kinderbuch Bilderbuch - Bilderbuch Deutsch-Englisch", "Finger-Zahlenspiele - Erstes Zählen von 1 - 10, ab 2 Jahren",
"Jojo sucht Ostereier - Eine liebevoll illustrierte Geschichte für Kinder ab 4 Jahren - Deutsch-Englisch","Wo sind die Ostereier? - Erstes
Zählen Bilderbuch Deutsch-Englisch (bilderbuch zahlen)","Hallo Drache, Wie geht es dir - Ein Bilderbuch ab 4 Jahren","Ein besonderer Tag Ein Bilderbuch für die Kleinsten - Bilderbuch Deutsch-Englisch ", "Wo ist der Weihnachtsmann - Ein Bilderbuch mit vielen farbigen
Illustrationen", "Jojo's Entdeckungsreise- Ein Bilderbuch ab 3 Jahren", "Wie Toto Tiger ihre Streifen verlor - Ein Bilderbuch für die Kleinsten",
"Wo sind die Schuhe?", "Jojo's Weihnachtsfest - Eine lustige Geschichte zum Vorlesen oder Selberlesen mit vielen farbigen Illustrationen".
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